Abstract. Tree descriptions based on dominance constraints are popular in several areas of computational linguistics including syntax, semantics, and discourse. Tree descriptions in the language of context unication have attracted some interest in uni cation and rewriting theory. Recently, dominance constraints and context uni cation have both been used in di erent underspeci ed approaches to the semantics of scope, parallelism, and their interaction. This raises the question whether both description languages are related. In this paper, we show for a rst time that dominance constraints can be expressed in context uni cation. We also prove that dominance constraints extended with parallelism constraints are equal in expressive power to context uni cation.
Introduction
Logical tree descriptions are popular in many areas of computational linguistics and computer science. They are used to model data structures in logic programming, to reason with propositions and proofs in automated deduction, and to represent all kinds of syntactic or semantic structures in computational linguistics. In this paper, we investigate the relationship between tree descriptions based on dominance constraints and those in the language of context uni cation.
Two Languages of Tree Descriptions. Dominance constraints are popular for describing trees throughout computational linguistic. In syntax, they serve for deterministic parsing MHF83] and to combine TAG and uni cation grammars VS92]. In underspeci ed treatments of scope ambiguities, variants of dominance constraints appear somewhat implicitly in many places Rey93, Bos96] and explicitly in two recent approaches ENRX98, Mus98] . Even more recently, dominance constraints have been applied to discourse semantics GW98], and they have been used to model information growth and partiality MVK98]. In general, the problem of solving dominance constraints is NP-complete KNT98]. Nevertheless, DG99] describes an implementation of a dominance constraint solver which runs e ciently on practical examples from scope underspeci cation and discourse. This solver is implemented based on nite set constraints in the Mozart System Moz99], the most recent implementation of the concurrent constraint programming language Oz Smo95].
Context uni cation (CU) was introduced in rewriting and uni cation theory Com92, SS94] . CU can be considered as second-order linear uni cation L ev96], which is a restriction of higher-order uni cation, or as an extension of string unication SSS98]. The decidability question for CU is a prominent open problem RTA98]. A decidable fragment of CU called strati ed uni cation has been used to show the decidability of distributive uni cation SS97] and for solving onestep rewriting constraints NPR97a, NTT99] . It is shown in SSS99] that context uni cation with two context variables { each of which may occur an arbitrary number of times { is decidable. The proof is by reduction to string uni cation, which is decidable according to Makanin's famous result Mak77, Sch93] .
Tree Descriptions in Semantic Underspeci cation. Recently, tree descriptions based on dominance constraints and context uni cation have been proposed for the same application to natural-language semantics ENRX98,NPR97a,Kol99]. There, the goal was to nd a uniform language providing underspeci ed representations for the semantics of scope, parallelism, anaphora, and their interactions (for a survey of semantic underspeci cation, see e.g. vP96]). The common characteristic of both approaches is that they view the formulae of the semantic representation as trees and describe these trees. The role of dominance constraints in this context is to describe scope ambiguities; they are extended with constructions for describing parallelism and anaphoric and variable binding to obtain the Constraint Language over Lambda Structures (CLLS).
Contribution. If CU and CLLS are used for the same application, an immediate question is if there is a formal relationship between the two languages that says something about their relative expressive power.
In this paper, we show that the fragment of CLLS which provides dominance and parallelism constraints is equal in expressive power to context uni cation. We do this by giving satis ability preserving, polynomial time encodings in both directions. The most interesting (and non-obvious) part of the construction is to encode dominance constraints in context uni cation. Once we know how to do that, the rest of this direction is easy. The inverse encoding can be deduced from a result in NPR97a].
Plan of the Paper. In Section 2 we illustrate why encoding dominance constraints into context uni cation is nontrivial. In Section 3, we recall the fundamental de nitions of trees and contexts. These de nitions are used in Section 4, where we present dominance and parallelism constraints and brie y review a linguistic example. They are also used in Section 5, where we recall context uni cation, discuss rst results on its expressive power, and give a linguistic example, too. Section 6 contains the encoding of dominance and parallelism constraints in CU, and Section 7 the inverse encodings. We conclude in Section 8.
2 What is the Problem?
It is not obvious to encode dominance constraints in context uni cation. The problem is that both languages describe trees from di erent perspectives. We now illustrate the di erence by an example.
Two Perspectives on Trees. Dominance constraints (and CLLS as a whole) describe relations between the nodes of the same tree (or a more generalstructure). In contrast, the language of CU models relations between di erent trees and contexts. In CU, one cannot speak directly about the nodes of a tree; but we shall use contexts to speak about occurrences of subtrees later in this paper. A rst idea for encoding dominance constraints in CU is to replace each atomic dominance constraint by a subtree constraint Ven87], which can be expressed in CU in a very simple way. Subtree constraints have tree valued variables for which we use lower case letters x; y; z. A subtree constraint x y says that the denotation of y is a subtree of the denotation of x.
Although they look very similar, there is an important di erence between dominance and subtree constraints: Dominance constraints can speak about occurrences of subtrees by specifying their root nodes, whereas subtree constraints can't.
An Example. Because of this di erence, the naive encoding of dominance as subtree constraints does not preserve satis ability. As an example, we consider the dominance constraint in (1) and the \corresponding" subtree constraint (2).
(1)
The dominance constraint (1) is depicted by the graph to the right. It describes trees in which the node denoted by X is labeled with a binary function symbol f and has two (distinct) children denoted by X 1 and X 2 . Furthermore, it requires that there is a node, denoted by Y , which is below X 1 and X 2 . This is impossible in a tree. Thus, (1) is unsatis able.
The subtree constraint (2) requires that x, x 1 , x 2 , and y denote trees. The tree for x has two direct subtrees denoted by x 1 and x 2 , which in turn have a common subtree y (not necessarily at the same position). The subtree constraint (2) is satis able; one solution is obtained by mapping y, x 1 , and x 2 to the tree a, and x to the tree f(a; a). The two occurrences of y in the subtree constraint (2) refer to di erent occurrences the tree a in f(a; a).
Trees and Contexts
Understanding the notions of trees and contexts is essential for this paper. We next de ne both notions and explain the views on them we will adopt.
We assume a signature of function symbols ranged over by f; g, each of which is equipped with a xed arity ar(f) 0. Constants, ranged over by a; b, are function symbols with arity 0. We assume that contains at least two function symbols, one of which is not constant. Note that we do not restrict our signature to be nite.
Trees. A ( nite constructor) tree is a ground term constructed from function symbols in . For instance, f(f(a; b); c) is a tree whose root node is labeled with f and which has three leaves labeled by a; b; c.
An equivalent de nition of trees, which makes the nodes and node labels of the tree explicit, is based on tree domains. Let IN be the set of natural numbers Contexts. Intuitively, a context is a tree with a hole. More formally, we introduce a special symbol that we call hole marker and assign it the arity ar( ) = 0. A context is a ground term over f g which contains exactly one occurrence of the hole marker. For instance, f(a; f( ; b)) is a context, but f( ; f( ; b)) isn't.
We shall use the letter for trees over and the letter for contexts (i.e. special trees over f g).
The hole of a context is the occurrence of the hole marker in . More precisely, the hole is the unique path 0 2 D such that L ( 0 ) = . Fig. 1 shows a context with hole 0 . We will freely consider contexts as functions that map trees to trees. Application ] of a context to a tree is de ned by
That is, ] is the result of substituting the hole marker in by . The context corresponds to the identity function on trees. This illustrates that the hole marker can be seen as a -bound variable (rather than a constant or a free variable). Concatenation 0 of contexts seen as functions can be de ned as
Lemma 3. For a context with hole and all trees , it holds that ]: = .
Contexts in Trees. Since contexts are ground terms over a special signature, we 4 Dominance and Parallelism Constraints
We now present the language of dominance and parallelism constraints which is a fragment of the constraint language over -structures CLLS ENRX98] . CLLS also has constructs for dealing with variable binding and anaphora, but we ignore these for the purpose of this paper. Our notion of dominance constraints di ers slightly from the one used e.g. by Vijay-Shanker VS92]; these languages are mostly based on feature trees as common in computational linguistics, whereas our trees are constructor trees.
Tree Structures
We rst de ne tree structures, logical structures representing trees. Tree structures x the interpretation of a set of predicate symbols. Based on tree structures, we will de ne the syntax and semantics of our constraint language in the usual Tarskian style. We associate with every tree a logical structure M , the tree structure of . The domain of the tree structure M coincides with the tree domain of . Furthermore, M provides interpretations for the binary relation symbol , a 4-ary relation symbol :=: :=:, and a relation symbol :f of arity ar(f) + 1 for every function symbol f 2 . We use the same symbols for relations and relation symbols; there shouldn't be any danger of confusion. For instance, we write 0 in order to say that the relation holds for the pair ( ; 0 ), whereas X X 0 is an atomic constraint built from the relation symbol and variables X; X 0 . A relation symbol is generally interpreted by the relation of the same Intuitively, this means the subtrees of below 1 and 2 have the same structure, except for the subtrees below 0 1 and 0 2 , which may be di erent.
The Constraint Language
We assume an in nite set of node variables X; Y; Z. A parallelism constraint '
is given by the following abstract syntax:
A parallelism constraint is a conjunction of atomic constraints for the dominance, labeling, and parallelism relations. A dominance constraint is parallelism constraint without atomic constraints X=X 0 Y=Y 0 for parallelism. 
Application to Semantic Underspeci cation
As examples for the linguistic application of dominance and parallelism constraints, we brie y review a scope ambiguity and a very simple VP ellipsis. For the rst example, consider the sentence (3), which is a classical scope ambiguity.
(3) Every man likes a woman. The readings of this sentence can be represented by the predicate logic formulae in (4) and (5).
A compact underspeci ed representation of both readings is given by the dominance constraint in Fig. 3 . The semantic representation of the sentence is considered as a tree, which is then described by a dominance constraint. Ellipses can be modeled with parallelism constraints expressing that the trees corresponding to the semantics of source and target sentences must be the same except for the respective parallel elements. For instance, the semantics of (6) can be described by (7).
(6) John sleeps. Mary does too.
(7) X:sleep(X 0 )^X 0 :john^Y 0 :mary^X=X 0 Y=Y 0
We cannot go into this in more detail here and refer the reader to ENRX98] for an in-depth discussion (in particular on the interaction of scope and ellipses).
Context Uni cation
Context uni cation is the problem of solving equations between tree valued terms in the two-sorted algebra T C of trees and contexts. We rst introduce x=g(y) y=C(z) (b; a) ; a)); equations between tree-valued terms and then show that they can also express equations between context-valued terms. Finally, we sketch an application to semantic underspeci cation.
Syntax and Semantics of CU
The algebra of trees and contexts T C over is a two-sorted algebra whose domains are the set of trees and the set of contexts over . The operations provided by T C are tree construction and functional application of contexts to trees. Each function symbol f 2 is interpreted as an ar(f)-ary tree constructor, which maps a tuple ( 1 ; : : : ; n ) of trees to the tree f( 1 ; : : : ; n ). The application ] of a context to a tree has already been de ned.
For both sorts of T C, we assume an in nite set of variables: tree variables x; y; z and context variables C. A tree-valued term t is built from tree variables, applications of function symbols in , and application of context variables.
t ::= x j f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) j C(t) (ar(f) = n)
In particular, every tree is a tree-valued term. A variable assignment into T C is a function that assign trees to tree variables and contexts to context variables. Variable assignments can be lifted homomorphically to tree-valued terms:
(f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) = f( (t 1 ); : : : ; (t n )) (C(t)) = (C) (t)]:
A variable assignment into T C is a solution of an equation system (i.e. a conjunction of equations between terms) if (t) = (t 0 ) holds for all equations t = t 0 in this system. Context uni cation is the problem of solving such equation systems over T C. An example for a solution of the equation system x=g(y)ŷ =C(z) is given in Fig. 4 . The similarity between Figures 2 and 4 is intended.
Properties of Contexts
The following three lemmas are quite simple, but will facilitate a lot of later work.
Lemma 
Equations between Context-Valued Terms
In the construction in the next section, it will be convenient to use equations between context-valued terms, such as C = C 1 C 2 . This notation emphasizes the functional character of contexts. In this section, we show that these equations can in fact be expressed by equations between tree-valued terms. A context-valued term u has the following abstract syntax: u ::= C j j f(t 1 ; : : : ; t i ; u; t i+1 : : : ; t n ) j u u 0
We conservatively extend T C by concatenation 0 of contexts and lift variable assignments to context-valued terms as follows. As above, we de ne that is a solution of an equation u=u 0 i it maps u and u 0 to the same context. So in contradiction to our assumptions, we have derived that 1 = 2 . u t
Application to Semantic Underspeci cation
It is quite simple to express a scope ambiguity by using equations between context-valued terms. An underspeci ed representation of the meaning of Example 3 is given below.
x > = C 1 (love(var u ; var v )) C 1 = C 2 (8u(!(man(var u ); C 3 ))) C 1 = C 4 (9v(^(woman(var v ); C 5 )))
The semantics of the whole sentence is represented by the tree denoted by x > in solutions of the above equations. The rst equation states that the semantic description contains a description of the semantics of the verb love. The context of the verb semantics is denoted by C 1 . The second equation requires that a quanti er every man is placed within the context denoted by C 1 , i.e. above the verb. The third equation states that another quanti er a woman has also be placed above the verb.
Parallelism Constraints into Context Uni cation
In this section, we encode parallelism constraints (and thus dominance constraints) into context uni cation. More precisely, we show that for every paral- uni cation with the same solutions (up to a simple correspondence). We freely use equations between context-valued terms, which is safe according to Proposition 1. We will proceed as follows: First, we de ne the encoding and consider some examples. Second, we lift the encoding to the rst-order theory of parallelism constraints and prove its correctness.
For the proof, we will relate every solution (M ; ) of a parallelism constraint to a variable assignment M ; ] ] into T C which solves the encoded constraint.
With this terminology, the key result (Proposition 3) of our correctness proof (which makes the term \have the same solutions" precise) can be stated like this:
For an arbitrary dominance constraint ' and its encoding '] ] as a CU equation system, the following equivalence holds.
As illustrated in Section 2, the main obstacle that we must overcome in our encoding of dominance constraints is to provide the power to talk about occurrences of subtrees. The central idea is to talk about nodes (occurrences of subtrees) by talking about their contexts. For instance, the two occurrences of a in the term f(a; a) can be speci ed by the contexts represented by f(a; ) and f( ; a) respectively.
The Encoding
Let us de ne the encoding of a parallelism constraint '. We associate with every variable X appearing in a ' a context variable C X (whose purpose it is to denote the context starting at the root of the tree and whose hole is the node denoted by X) and a tree variable x (whose purpose it is to denote the tree below X).
In addition, we introduce a new tree variable x > that we want to denote the entire tree. To ensure that these new variables interact correctly, we impose the following constraint, Root('), where F V (') are the free variables of ':
In addition, we de ne a pre-encoding ] ] p as in Figure 5 . 9C (C X 0 =C X C), which expresses that the context of the node X can be enlarged by adding more material below its hole to obtain the context X 0 . An atomic parallelism constraint X=X 0 Y=Y 0 is pre-encoded by 9C (C X C = C X 0^C Y C = C Y 0 ), which expresses that the context of the node X can be enlarged to the context X 0 by adding the same material as for enlarging the context of Y to that of Y 0 . The pre-encoding of X:f(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) requires for all 1 i n that the context above X i is the context above X, enlarged with f(x 1 ; : : : ; ; : : : ; x n ), where the hole is at position i. For a nullary labeling constraint X:a, the pre-encoding requires x = a.
Proposition 2 (Encoding Parallelism Constraints). A parallelism constraint ' is satis able i its encoding Root(')^ '] ] p is a satis able equation system of context uni cation. Proof. The proposition will be a simple consequence of Theorem 1, the analogous result for rst-order formulae. u t
Examples
Before we turn to the rst-order case, let us consider some examples. First, we reconsider Example (1) from Section 2. When we tried to encode this dominance constraint as a subtree constraint (2), we lost unsatis ability. However, our new encoding works just ne. (8) shows the pre-encoding of the example; we have left the Root formula away, as it is not necessary for the unsatis ability in this case.
(1) X : f(X 1 ; X 2 )^X 1 Y^X 2 Y (8) C X1 =C X f( ; x 2 )^C X2 =C X f(x 1 ; )^C X1 C=C Y^CX2 C 0 =C Y We can see that (8) is unsatis able in the following way. As C X1 C = C Y and C X2 C 0 =C Y , C X1 C=C X2 C 0 . In this equation, we can substitute C X1 by C X f( ; x 2 ) and C X2 by C X f(x 1 ; ) and obtain f( ; x 2 ) C=f(x 1 ; ) C 0 , which is clearly unsatis able because the holes are di erent on both sides. Another example will serve to show that the Root formula is really necessary to obtain the correct results. (10) is the (complete) encoding of the (unsatis able) dominance constraint (9) (a and b are di erent constants):
The pre-encoding alone (i.e. the last three conjuncts) is satis able; together with the Root formula, it isn't. x > =C X (x)^x > =C Y (y) implies C X (x)=C Y (y), which, when combined with C X C = C Y , yields x=C(y). When using x=aŷ =b as a substitution, we obtain a=C(b), which is not satis able. 
Encoding First-Order Formulae
In Fig. 6 , the encoding of parallelism constraints is lifted to rst-order formulae . If we restrict ourselves to closed rst-order formulae, an explicit Root formula is no longer needed; its components are distributed among the encodings of existential quanti ers. If we write9 for the existential closure of a formula , then it holds for all dominance constraints ' that:
Hence, the correctness of the encoding Root(')^ '] ] p claimed in Prop. 2 follows from the correctness of the encoding of rst-order sentences. Now let us turn to the proof of the rst-order case. First, we formulate the correspondence ; ] ] V we announced above. This function maps pairs of tree structures M and variable assignments mapping the variables in V to the domain of to variable assignments into T C. The goal is that if the arguments satisfy a given dominance constraint, the result will satisfy its encoding. Since context functions are one-to-one and (C X ) is a context function, these equations imply (X) = f( (x 1 ); : : : ; (x n )). This is equivalent to : (X) = f( : (X 1 ); : : : ; : (X n )); which in turn means that (M ; ) solves X:f(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ).
{ X:a \)" Assume that (M ; ) satis es X:a. Since ar(a) = 0, it follows that : (X) = a, so solves x=a. \(" Assume that satis es x=a; then (x) = : (X) = a and, hence, (M ; ) solves X:a.
Of the complex cases, negation and conjunction are trivial. 7 Context Uni cation into Parallelism Constraints
We nally show how to express equations of context uni cation by parallelism constraints. This is not obvious but it follows from a result of NPR97a] which shows that CU has the same expressive power as equality up-to constraints. Equality up-to constraints can be translated to parallelism constraints plus similarity constraints. Finally, one can get rid of similarity constraints by a neat trick. An equality up-to constraint is a conjunction of atomic constraints of the following form, which are interpreted in the algebra T C .
::= x=x 0 =y=y 0 j x=f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) j ^ 0 An atomic equality up-to constraint x=x 0 =y=y 0 is satis ed by a variable as- Proof. The correctness of an encoding of parallelism constraints into CU is stated in Proposition 2. For the converse, we rst express CU by equality up-to constraints according to Proposition 4. Second, we encode equality up-to constraints by parallelism and similarity constraints. This is quite easy; an encoding ] ] ?1 is de ned in Figure   7 . In order to encode , we assume a node variable X for every tree variable x occurring in . The variable X is supposed to denote the root node of an occurrence of x in the solution of the encoding of '. It is obvious that ] ] ?1 preserves satis ability. The encoding of x=x 0 =y=y 0 expresses that somewhere below the nodes X and Y , there are nodes X 00 and Y 00 the trees below which look just like the trees below the nodes X 0 and Y 0 , and the contexts between X and X 00 and Y and Y 00 are equal. (Note that this is a weaker condition than parallelism itself; it does not say anything about the locations of the nodes denoted by X 0 and Y 0 .) The encoding of equation x=f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) works similarly: It expresses that X is labeled with f and that its subtrees look just like the subtrees below the X 1 ; : : : ; X n .
Third, we switch to a signature with a single constant which we can do according to Lemma 10. We can now express all similarity constraints by parallelism constraints (Lemma 9) which completes the proof.
u t
Conclusion
The main result of this paper is that context uni cation has the same expressive power as parallelism constraints. Parallelism constraints subsume dominance constraints. The most involved part was to embed dominance constraints into CU. The inverse direction from CU to parallelism constraints proceeds via a deviation through equality up-to constraints, which have the same expressivess as CU as well.
The correspondence between CU and CLLS has two important consequences. For one, it allows us to transfer complexity and decidability results. For the time being, however, the decidability of either language is unknown. Conversely, the satis ability problem of dominance constraints is shown NP-complete in KNT98]. Of course, NP-hardness for several fragments of CU was well known before. The other consequence is that CU can be easily expressed by parallelism constraints in CLLS ENRX98] which explains why the linguistic application given for CU in NPR97b] carries over to CLLS. Furthermore, this application of CU is clari ed. In earlier papers, scope ambiguities could be described in CU but only in a somewhat intransparent fashion. In the light of the results presented, it becomes clear that the equations used previously were really just encodings of dominance and parallelism constraints.
